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CHAMBER TALKS MONTAUK AT NY TIMES TRAVEL SHOW
Joins with I Love NY and Discover Long Island

Montauk Chamber travel experts head to the New York Times Travel Show, January 26 to 28, to recommend Montauk as a top getaway destination for New York City area travelers. They join I Love NY and Discover Long Island tourism representatives with a separate booth (958) in one New York State aisle at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, NYC.

Overall attendance at the 2017 Travel Show was 31,000, according to the Show organizer. Attendees estimated that they would spend more than $100 million in travel trips in the next 12 months, according to the Show survey results.

“Tourism is Montauk’s number one industry and brings many economic and social benefits to our community, thus, we want a slice of that $100 million pie estimated by New York travelers,” says Laraine Creegan, executive director of the Chamber and its representative at the show. “We are proactive in distinguishing Montauk from competitive destinations in our region by attending this show, and cooperate with both New York State and Long Island tourism engines that help to further the Chamber’s economic, social, cultural and sustainable tourism goals.”

The Chamber and its tourism-related members are offering a raffle drawing of two Getaway Montauk trips including overnight stays at hotels, lunches, Jitney transportation and tickets to attractions.

Follow the shows on Facebook:
NYT Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nyttravelshow

Visit The Montauk Chamber’s Facebook page for updates on the travel shows:
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Photo: Last year’s winner family of a Montauk Getaway raffle from the Chamber at the NY Times Travel Show.  
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Photo: Montauk Chamber of Commerce exhibit at 2017 NY Times Travel Show.